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Donor Segmentation and Analysis Using Microsoft Excel Pivot Tables 
 

 

Introduction 
 

Donor database segmentation and analysis expose important trends and focuses our attention 

on our best prospects. This how-to session focuses on the most powerful and underutilized 

feature of Microsoft Excel – the Pivot Table – for performing simple do-it-yourself database 

segmentation.  Pivot tables transform up to one million rows of data into multiple summary 

charts and graphs in mere seconds.  No other tool in Excel gives you this flexibility and 

analytical power.  You will walk away with powerful sample charts that you or an Excel 

savvy colleague can create when you get back to the office. 

 

This paper first describes why you might want to use pivot tables.  Second, the paper 

discusses resources and tutorials available to help you understand the fundamentals of pivot 

tables.  A discussion follows on data requirements.  And finally, seven sample pivot tables 

are presented.  These samples may be used as a “recipe” to create pivot tables with your own 

data. 

 

While not illustrated here, the reader should note that pivot tables have a powerful drilldown 

feature so you can see the data behind the pivot table numbers.  To activate this feature 

double click on any pivot table cell.  For example, assume you created a simple pivot table 

that in part reveals the following information:  35 donors gave $5,000 or more in the year 

2008.  Simply double click on the number 35 and a list of those 35 donors will appear in a 

new window.  Don’t worry if this explanation is not completely clear at this point.  Just give 

it a try after you create your first pivot table and the benefits will become obvious! 
 

 

Why Use Pivot Tables? 
 

Seven key reasons for organizing your donor data into pivot tables are to: 

 

1. summarize large amounts of donor data in a meaningful way 

2. create multiple unique perspectives of your data 

3. find relationships and groupings within your data 

4. create a list of unique values for one field in your data 

5. expose trends for various time periods 

6. account for frequent requests for updates to analysis 

7. organize data into format that is easy to convert into a chart 
 
 

Resources 
 

With a little bit of practice, creating pivot tables is not difficult.  Documentation -- both 

online tutorials and in book format-- is abundant and readily available so detailed instructions 

on the basics will not be repeated here.  One book provided me with all of the information I 

needed to master the basics.  The title is Pivot Table Data Crunching for Microsoft Office 
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Excel 2007.  It is written by Bill “Mr. Excel” Jelen and Michael Alexander.  As of 

publication it was available used on Amazon for $17.29.  All of the basics appear in chapter 

1 through 4 and chapter 6.  Alternatively, the reader may do a Google search on “Pivot 

Tables” and find a variety of online tutorials free of charge. 
 

 

Data Preparation 
 

The data used to create the seven pivot tables presented in this paper was exported from 

Raiser’s Edge (RE). As long as the database you use has the ability to export its data into a 

file importable into Microsoft Excel, you will be able to create pivot tables.  In RE, export 

the following fields to  perform the data analysis: (1) first gift date; (2) last gift date; (3) total 

# of gifts; (4) total dollar amount given; (5) amount given by calendar year (e.g., 2006, 2007, 

2008, 2009, and 2010);  

 

In addition, export the following fields for reference purposes: (1) Contact information such 

as name, spouse name, phone number, address (city, state, and zip as separate fields); (2) 

purchased screened information (e.g., age, wealth indicators, income) and (8) internally 

created fields (e.g., donor id, membership in bequest society, assigned solicitor). 

 

Appendix A is an instruction sheet you can modify to suit your needs and share with your 

database administrator. 

 

Your pivot table experience will be greatly enhanced by starting with a well prepared data 

file.  Adhere to the following guidelines and you should not have any problems (see Figure 1 

as an example):  

 

1. Remove blank rows or columns 

2. Every column must have a brief heading.  Replace the very long column headings that 

typically appear on a Raiser’s Edge export with brief descriptors (e.g., Total #, Total 

Amt) 

3. Ensure that every numerical cell has a value (refer to the bottom of page 25 of Pivot 

Table Data Crunching for Instructions).  Blank cells should be replaced with a zero. 
 

Figure 1.    Sample Data Layout 
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Sample Pivot Tables 
 

This section contains seven sample pivot tables that you can create using your own data.  

Each sample includes a description, a picture of the pivot table, a list of data fields required, 

and step by step instructions for pivot table creation.  These are simply samples to get you 

started.  The pivot tables you decide to create are only limited by the data available to you 

and your creativity and imagination.  

 

Sample Pivot Tables: 

1. Recency, Frequency 

2. Recency, Frequency, Monetary 

3. Cumulative Amount Given Pivot Table with Pivot Graph 

4. Giving Level for Year 2009 

5. Giving Level for Year 2009 for New Donors Only 

6. Donor Acquisition and Retention 

7. Change in Giving 2009 versus 2008 
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Sample 1: Recency, Frequency, (RF) Pivot Table 

 

Description 

RFM (Recency, Frequency, Monetary) analysis is a marketing technique used to determine 

quantitatively which donors are “the best ones” by examining how recently a donor made a 

gift (recency), how many times they have made a gift (frequency), and amount donated 

(monetary).   The idea underlying RFM analysis is that donors who have given recently, have 

a larger total number of gifts, and have made larger gifts, are likely our best prospects for 

future large gifts.  Alternatively, RFM analysis could be used to target planned giving 

messages to lapsed donors who have made a large number of gifts, or to urge donors who 

have made fewer and smaller gifts to renew at a higher level.  RFM analysis is not a panacea 

but has the advantage of using information about a donor’s past behavior that is easily 

tracked and readily available in your donor database.    

 

We begin by first examining the two dimensional Recency – Frequency (RF) Pivot Table in 

this section and then advance to the three dimensional RFM Pivot Table in sample 2.   

 

The pivot table in Figure 2 plots 13,332 donors by the last gift year (recency) and cumulative 

number of gifts (frequency).  By way of example, focus your attention on the upper right 

hand corner of the chart.  1,873 donors made their last gift some time in 2010.  Of that 

amount, 56 of the donors have a cumulative number of gifts of 26 or greater. 
 

Figure 2.    Sample Recency – Frequency Pivot Table 
 

 
 

   

 

–Sample 1 continued on next page.– 
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Sample 1 (continued) 

 

Data Fields Required 

1. Last gift date 

2. Total number of gifts 

 

Step by Step Instructions (See Figures 2a and 2b for screenshots of some of these steps.) 

1. In the pivot table field list drag the field “total number of gifts” into the Column Labels 

section.  Group Starting at:  1, Ending at:  25, By: 5.  Donors with more than 25 gifts will 

be grouped into the category 26+ gifts. 

2. Drag “last gift date” into the Row Labels section.  Group Starting at: 1/1/2006, Ending at:  

12/31/2010, by: Year  

3. Drag “total number of gifts” into the Values Section.  Set the Values Field Setting to 

Count. 
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Figure 2a.     Screenshot – The Group Function 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2b.      Screenshot – Setting Field Values to Count 
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Sample 2: Recency, Frequency, Monetary (RFM) Pivot Table 
 

Description 

Figure 3 adds the dimension of monetary contributions to sample 1.  Observe that the same 

1,873 donors made gifts in 2010 (refer back to sample 1) and 56 of those donors have 

cumulative number of gifts of 26 or greater.  But in addition you can see that 9 of the 56 

donors have a total dollar amount given somewhere between $1 and $1,000, 8 of the 56 

between $1,001 and $2,000, and 39 have total dollar amount given of greater than $2,000.  If 

you’ve already created the pivot table in sample 1, simply add to what you’ve already done 

and proceed directly to step 4 below. 

 

And as I explained in the introduction, if, for example, you clicked on the cell containing the 

39 donors who gave over $2,000, Excel will create a”drilldown” list consisting of these 

specific donors. 
  

Figure 3.   Sample Recency, Frequency, Monetary Pivot Table 

 

 
 

 

–Sample 2 continued on next page.– 
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Sample 2 (continued) 

 

Data Fields Required 

1. Last gift date 

2. Total number of gifts 

3. Total dollar amount given 

 

Step by Step Instructions 

1. In the pivot table field list drag the field “total number of gifts” into the Column Labels 

section.  Group Starting at:  1, Ending at:  25, By: 5.  Donors with more than 25 gifts will 

be grouped into the category 26+ gifts. 

2. Drag “last gift date” into the Row Labels section.  Group Starting at: 1/1/2006, Ending at:  

12/31/2010, by: Year  

3. Drag “total number of gifts” into the Values Section.  Set the Values Field Setting to 

Count. 

4. Drag “total dollar amount given” into the Row Labels section.  Group Starting at: $1, 

Ending at: $2,000, by $1,000. 
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Sample 3: Cumulative Amount Given Pivot Table with Pivot Graph 

 

Description 

Figure 4 is a count of the number of donors whose total cumulative amount given fits into 

each $500 band.  This is the monetary contribution (M) component of the pivot table created 

above.  This simple pivot chart and graph use only one piece of data – Total Amt.  It gives 

the user a very quick picture of the number of donors that fit into various giving categories.  

Note below that the overwhelming majority of donors (10,956) have a cumulative amount 

given of $500 or less.  Only 409 donors have total giving over $3,000. 
 

 

Figure 4.    Cumulative Amount Given Pivot Table with Pivot Graph 

 

 
 
 

Data Fields Required 

1. Total dollar amount given 

 

Step by Step Instructions 

1. Drag “total dollar amount given” into the Row Labels section. Group Starting at: $1, 

Ending at: $3,000, by:  $500. 

2. Drag “total dollar amount given” into the Values Section.  Set the values field setting to 

Count. 

3. On the main Excel ribbon Click Options – Pivot Chart in order to create the graph.  Select 

Column as the type of graph.  Go to the Layout section of the ribbon and you will have 

the option of creating chart and axis titles, data table, etc.  Play with the various menus to 

become familiar with options that are available. 
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Sample 4: Giving Level for Year 2009 – Viewing the Same Data in Four Different Ways 

 

Description 

At first glance Figure 5 appears to be a complex chart requiring four fields of data.  In fact 

one piece of data –“amount given year 2009” is simply displayed in four different ways.  

This chart not only provides some very useful information but it also illustrates the power of 

Pivot Tables to create multiple unique perspectives of your data with the simple click of a 

mouse.   

 

By way of example the chart is explained.  There are 5,856 donors (of the total 6,185 donors) 

that gave a total amount in 2009 between $1 and $500.  These 5,856 donors represent 94.7% 

of the number of donors, gave a cumulative total of $481,979 in gifts, and account for 27.6% 

of the total amount given. 
 

Figure 5.      2009 Giving Levels 

 

 
 

Field Required 

1. Amount given in year 2009 

 

Step by Step Instructions 

1. Drag “amount given year 2009” into the Row Labels Section.  Group Starting at: $1, 

Ending at: $2,000, by:  $500. 

2. Drag “amount given year 2009” into the Values Section.  Set values field setting to 

Count. 

3. Drag “amount given year 2009” into the Values Section.  Set the values field setting to % 

of Count. 

4. Drag “amount given year 2009” into the Values Section.  Set values field setting to Sum. 

5. Drag “amount given year 2009” into the Values Section.  Set values field setting to % of 

Sum. 
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Sample 5: Giving Level for Year 2009 for New Donors Only 

 

Description 

After you create the pivot table shown in sample 4 you require just one more step to create 

the Pivot Table that appears here.   This step is to add a field to the Pivot Table Filter area.  

Filters are used to limit the data that is summarized by the pivot table.  In this case, instead of 

showing 2009 giving levels for all donors this Pivot Table focuses only on donors that have a 

first gift date in calendar year 2009 (i.e., newly acquired donors).  If you’ve already created 

the pivot table in sample 4, simply add to what you’ve already done and proceed directly to 

step 6 below. 
 

Figure 6.   Donor Acquisition by Gift Size for year 2009 

 

 
 

 

 

–Sample 5 continued on next page.– 
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Sample 5 (continued) 

 

Field Required 

1. Amount given in year 2009 

2. First gift date 

 

Step by Step Instructions 

1. Drag “amount given year 2009” into the Row Labels Section.  Group Starting at: $1, 

Ending at: $2,000, by:  $500. 

2. Drag “amount given year 2009” into the Values Section.  Set values field setting to 

Count. 

3. Drag “amount given year 2009” into the Values Section.  Set the values field setting to % 

of Count. 

4. Drag “amount given year 2009” into the Values Section.  Set values field setting to Sum. 

5. Drag “amount given year 2009” into the Values Section.  Set values field setting to % of 

Sum. 

6. We eventually want “first gift date” to be grouped by year and placed in the pivot table 

filter area.  However Excel does not allow you to group a field while it is in the Filter 

area.   Here is the workaround.  Temporarily move the “first gift date” field into the Row 

Labels area. Group Starting at: 1/1/2006, Ending at: 12/31/2010, by Year. 

7. Drag “first gift date” from the Row Labels area to the Filter area.  Click on the down 

arrow.  Check the box marked “Select Multiple Items”.  Finally, select the year 2009.  
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Sample 6: Donor Acquisition and Retention 
 

Description 

New donor acquisition and retention should be one of our key goals.  This easy-to-create 

pivot table measures the number of new donors acquired in a given year and year-to-year 

retention of those newly acquired donors.  For example, 1,649 new donors were acquired in 

the year 2006.  Of those, 916 never gave again after 2006 (their first gift date and last gift 

date occurred in 2006).  Another 181 and 222 lapsed in 2007 and 2008 respectively.  In the 

years 2009-2010, 330 donors, of the original 1,649 donors acquired in 2006, have made a 

gift. 
 

 

 

Figure 7.     Donor Acquisition and Retention 
 

 
 

 

 

Fields Required 

1. First gift date 

2. Last gift date 

 

Step by Step Instructions 

1. Drag “first gift date” into the Row Label section.  Group Starting at: 1/1/2006, Ending at: 

12/31/2009, by Year. 

2. Drag “last gift date” into the Column Label section.  Group Starting at: 1/1/2006, Ending 

at: 12/31/2008, by Year. 

3. Click on any field header and replace any desired label with a more descriptive header. 
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Sample 7: Year over Year Change in Giving 
 

Description 

In recent years most charities have experienced a decrease in total giving.  However, not all 

donors decreased their giving and in many cases our loyal donors have become more 

generous. This Pivot Table provides a quick way to determine how many donors increased, 

decreased, or remained at the same level of annual giving in the years 2009 versus 2008.  

Two Pivot Table filters were added (Amt 2008 > 1 and Amt 2009 > 1) to narrow the pivot 

table to only those donors that gave in both years.  In this sample, of the donors that gave in 

both years, 1,116 donors gave $362,799 less in 2009 than they did in 2008.  A total of 722 

donors remained constant in their giving (or increased giving by $1).  And 880 donors 

increased their giving by a total amount of $527,020. 
 

Figure 8:  Change in Giving 2009 versus 2008 (for donors that gave in both years)  
 

 
 

 

Fields Required 

1. Total amount given in 2008 

2. Total amount given in 2009 

 

Step by Step Instructions 

1. In the main source data spreadsheet, create a new data field with the heading “Diff 2009-

2008” 

2.  Create a formula that subtracting “total amt 2008” from “total amt 2009”.  Copy and 

paste formula to all cells in the column.  Finally, select the entire column.  Click copy.  

Click paste special and select Values as the paste option. 

3. Engage the pivot table wizard as usual (i.e., Insert, Pivot Table) from the main ribbon. 

4. Drag “Diff 2009-2008” into the Row Label section.  Group Starting at: 0, Ending at: 1, 

by 1. 

5. Select on the appropriate cells and change titles to Decreased Giving, Same (or 

Difference of $1), and Increased Giving. 

6. Drag “diff 2009-2008” into the Values section.  Set Values field setting to Count. 

7. Drag “diff 2009-2008” into the Values section.  Set Values field setting to Sum. 

8. Select the appropriate cells and change titles to # of Donors and Change in Giving. 
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Appendix A 

 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DATA PULL FOR PIVOT TABLE ANALYSIS 

 

Raiser's Edge Query:   

 ALL INDIVIDUAL DONORS MINUS (DECEASED, UNDELIVERABLE, OUT OF 

SERVICE AREA).  PLEASE DO NOT EXCLUDE MAJOR DONORS, DO NOT 

MAIL, DO NOT SOLICIT, ETC.  WE NEED THESE DONORS FOR THE 

ANALYSIS. 

Query Output (in a CSV file). Please e-mail to xxx@xxx.xxx . 

1. Donor ID 

2. Name including title (Mr. and Mrs. John Smith) 

3. Salutation (Mr. and Mrs. Smith) 

4. Spouse Name 

5. Address 

6. Phone number 

7. Birth Date from age overlays 

8. Total # of Gifts for history of file 

9. Total Dollar Amount Given for history of file 

10. First Gift Date 

11. Last Gift Date 

12. Last Gift Amount 

13. Total Amount Given between January 1, 2006 and January 31, 2006  

14. Total Amount Given between January 1, 2007 and January 31, 2007 

15. Total Amount Given between January 1, 2008 and January 31, 2008 

16. Total Amount Given between January 1, 2009 and January 31, 2009 

17. Total Amount Given between January 1, 2010 and January 31, 2010 

18. Add fields of your choosing here (e.g., wealth screening, age, solicitor, giving societies, 

board member, volunteer, etc.). 
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